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Taking account of plasticity effects in problems on crack equilibrium in solids is an 

important but very complex problem. Proceeding from experimental observations, Dug- 

dale [l] proposed consideration of the plastic zone near the crack tip to be infinitely 

narrow. The solution he obtained on the basis of this assumption disclosed good enough 
agreement with experiment in the plane stress state @ and 3). In this connection, the 
Dugdale hypothesis received a rather wide acceptance [4 to 9J. For example, on the 

basis of the Dugdale hypothesis, Field ES] considered the problem of a longitudinal shear 

crack by assuming, as did Dugdale, that one of the stress tensor components on the plastic 

zone boundary is equal to the yield point, However, the latter condition is not a physical 
one in the longitudinal shear case, and results in exceeding the yield point in the elastic 

domain. A solution is constructed below for a longituditial shear crack, which is al$o 
based on the Dugdale hypothesis, however, compliance with the Mises plasticity condition 

on the plastic zone boundary is required, and this permits elimination of the mentioned 

inadequacy. 
Let us consider a loading-free crack of length 2X0 in an unbounded elastic medium 

in an anti-plane state of strain subject to the stress ‘iuz = T- at infinity. Let the crack 

be located at g= 0, /Xi< 3c, . It may be shown that the complex stress function 
T=TYi.+T, where TX=Tx., Ty=‘Tyz will be an analytic function of the complex 

variable 6 =X+ $;y, which is regular outside the real axis, By virtue of the symmetry 
of the problem, only the right half-plane 6(Re< 2 0) need be considered, It may be 
shown that the inverse function 6 = 6( 7) is hence a single-valued analytic function of ‘I. 

1 

Following the idea of Dugdale, let us assume 
that the plastic zones at the ends of the cracks 
(Fig. 1) are segments of the X-axis, so that 

Xo <l&71 <Xl , I/= 0. Let us require compli- 
ante with the plasticity condition 

Fig, 3 
(1) 

at the plastic zone boundaries. where k is the yield point. 
The condition ] 7 1 S k should be satisfied in the. whole elastic domain. Condition 

(1) differs from the condition TY = k used by Field [4], which permita avoidin the afore- 
mentionea aitiiculty. The function c =c(‘l)maps the semicircle Re 720, lg 71s k 
with the slit (Fig. 2) along the real axis segment 0 5; Re 75 T,,into the right c half-plane 
with a slit along the segment 0 %$a . 
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It is easy to see that the following boundary conditions hold : 

i 

Ilt? z : 0, -.-. 15 < lltl T < ii 

In1 5 =- 0 for /z ( --- Ic, 
ik 

- ‘/l ;I < arg t < ij2 z 

1111 T = 0, z,<I~cz<k 

Iie { = U for lm z = 0, 0 < Her < 5, 

It hence follows, in particular, that 

<q&J for % --) t, 

The conditions (2) define the Hilbert problem in the function 

6(T) . The solution of this problem is 

Fig. 2 

Putting 7= k here, we find the position of the edge and the length of the plastic zone 
It2 -}- Z,” 22,” 

5 Xl == x0 kz _ d 2 , p-” CL+] -- Icg = 20 /.” _ ~ ” (4) 
. 

The Field yolution [6] in the notation us:; here 

yields 

( 

JZZ 
21-3’0 -: T* Xc, 0;) 

2/r -11 (5) 

Shown in Fig. 3 are curves 1 and 2 iomputed by 

means of Formulas (4) and (5). respectively, where 

K= (Xl -X,)/Xg. From a comparison it is seen 

that corresponding dimensions of the plastic zones 

may differ noticeably. 
0 Gl~ f Now, let us calculate the displacement U of the 

Fig. 3 medium. The displacement U may be reDresented 

as the real part of an analytic function u( 5 ) connec- 
ted with the function 7 by the obvious relationship ‘T = p tu’t<) . There hence follows 

from the solution (3) 
C/U Z2 

izgz,? (ii? -1. TW2) (124 -- +) t 

p (k4 - &yp (22 - ro72).’ !? 
cl? 

Integrating this expression we find (6) 

The stresses and displacements along the boundary of the plastic zone may be obtained 
from (3) and (6) by substituting JT J = k, which yields 

T,, = 
(k2 t T,2) -fx” - x20 T (122 - T,2) JAiq=3 

22,x , TX = 
22,X 

% (k2 i- T,? fx_ JGg-=-3 
I‘ z - 

2w, 
f ln x1- - 

Xl + fx+4 - x2 Xl (Y’ k 0) (7) 

The discontinuity in the displacement at the terminus of the crack X =X, will be 

x0 (@ t- Tm2) k--Tz, 2kz, 
IL+ - u- Jx_ = - -TTY - In k+T, + ka+&2 
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Fig. 4 presents the dependence of the displacement at the root of the crack on TcQ/~ 
(curve 1) together with the corresponding dependence obtained on the basis of the Field’s 

paper f6j {cm= 2). Displacements along CIE 

free portion of the crack and the plastic zone 

are shown in Fig. 5, where u* = pu I kz,. 

Fig. 4 Fig. 5 

Using the principle of the maximum of the modulus for analytic functions, it may be 

shown that the plasticity condition is not violated for the constructed solution, 
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